
$6,580,000 - 2 Walking Stick, Laguna Niguel
MLS® #OC24077195

$6,580,000
5 Bedroom, 6.00 Bathroom, 5,641 sqft
Residential on 0 Acres

N/A, Laguna Niguel, CA

Nestled within the prestigious Bear Brand
Ranch, an exclusive 24/7 gated community,
this exceptional 5-bedroom, 6-bathroom
custom estate epitomizes a seamless fusion of
luxury and functionality. Recently refreshed,
this home was part of the newer construction
in the development and exudes a meticulous
attention to detail and offers captivating open
living spaces, perfect for upscale entertaining.
The grand foyer, adorned with unique wall
treatments, sets a tone of sophistication, while
the gourmet kitchen, lavish primary suite,
spacious family room, and private elevator
reflect a dedication to quality and refined living
seen throughout the residence. Step out to the
backyard and arrive at your personal oasis
featuring a peaceful waterfall pool and spa,
inviting fire pit, and a convenient BBQ grill,
showcasing beautiful ocean views that create
an idyllic setting for personal relaxation as well
as hosting grand gatherings. Ideally located
near premier private schools, luxury resorts,
championship golf courses, scenic beaches,
and upscale dining destinations, this property
presents a rare opportunity for those seeking
the pinnacle of coastal living. Immerse yourself
in the esteemed Bear Brand Ranch, where a
world of luxury and sophistication awaits the
discerning buyer in one of Orange County's
most sought-after communities.

Built in 2009

Additional Information



City Laguna Niguel

County Orange

Zip 92677

MLS® # OC24077195

Bedrooms 5

Bathrooms 6

Square Ft 5,641

Lot Size 0.25

Neighborhood OC - LAGUNA NIGUEL (92677)

Garages 3
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